We show that there are only finitely many elliptic curves of bounded degree and height, provided that one takes a naive height defined in terms of minimal Weierstrass equations. We show that the corresponding statement is false if instead one uses the Faltings-Parshin modular height.
Several theorems in algebraic number theory assert that there are only finitely many "objects" of bounded "degree" and "size". Two important examples of such theorems are the following:
Theorem 1 (Hermite-Minkowski [2] , p. 619). There are only finitely many number fields of bounded degree and absolute discriminant.
Theorem 2 (Northcott [5] ). There are only finitely many algebraic numbers of bounded degree and height.
In [9] the author gave a "proof of an analogous result for elliptic curves of bounded degree and height, where the degree was the degree of the field of definition and the height was the (Faltings-Parshin) modular height. Daniel Bertrand (personal communication) has noted that the proof in [9] is not correct. Further, even the statement of Corollary 2.5 in [9] is somewhat ambiguous. In this note we will formulate and prove a precise theorem for elliptic curves analogous to Theorems 1 and 2. We will use a naive definition for the height of an elliptic curve, and will indicate why our result is false if instead one uses the modular height.
It is important to fix precisely what is meant by the minimal field of definition of an elliptic curve. We begin by letting <& _ / r-jn K is a number field 1 ' \ ' E is a /f-isomorphism class of elliptic curves J "
Thus i? consists of all elliptic curves with all possible fields of definition. There is a natural partial ordering on I?, defined by (E' ,K')<(E ,K) if K' CK and E' xK, K=/KE.
Note that the isomorphism between E' and E is required to be defined over K. With this ordering, & has descending chain condition. (If (E1, K1) is strictly less than (E, K), then K1 is a proper subfield of K.) It thus makes sense to define If* = {minimal elements (E, K) € IT relative to the partial order -<}.
We will say that an element of á?* consists of an elliptic curve E with its minimal field of definition K.
Next we use the coefficients of a minimal Weierstrass equation to define the height of an elliptic curve. Our main result is the following:
Before giving the proof, we make several remarks.
Remark. It is necessary to restrict attention to minimal pairs (E, K), since the set ^(D , H) of all pairs (E , K) is never finite if D > 2. For example, let E0/Q be the elliptic curve Y2 = X3 + 1, so h(E0/Q) = 0. Then for any quadratic field K/Q we can extend scalars to K and still have h(E0/K) = 0.
Thus (E0 , AT) e %(D , H). But K is arbitrary, so f (Z>, H) is infinite.
Remark. There is a more refined notion of height for elliptic curves (and Abelian varieties) called the modular height. We will denote the modular height of E/K by h(mod)(E/K). (For the definition of h{mod), see [1] or [9] .) It is not hard to show that for any fixed number field K and any e > 0, there is a constant c = c(K, e) so that for all elliptic curves E/K,
(See, e.g., [9] , Corollary 2.3 for the case K -Q.) However, the fact that the constant c depends on K means that h and h may behave quite differently as K is varied. Let us denote by f (mod)*(D,//) the set defined in the same way as W*(D ,H) except that h{mod)(E/K) is used in place of h(E/K). Then we have the following rather distressing fact.
Proposition 4. There is a constant H0>0 such that the set jr(mod)*(2 ,HQ) is infinite.
Proof. For each squarefree integer d > 1, let ud be the fundamental unit in the field Kd -Q(Vd), and let Ed/Kd be the elliptic curve
Since ud is a unit, Ed has good reduction except possibly at primes lying above 2 and 3. Since further j(Ed) = 0 does not depend on d, it follows (e.g.j from [9] Proposition 2.1) that h (Ed/Kd) is bounded independently of d . Finally, we note that since ud is a fundamental unit, (or, more generally, since it is not in Q*K*d ) the pair (Ed ,Kd) is minimal with respect to the < ordering. Hence for an appropriate choice of H0, the set g=,(mod'*(2, HQ) will contain all of the pairs (Ed , Kd) for all squarefree integers d > 1 .
Remark. The reason that the modular height does not give a Hermite-Northcott type finiteness theorem is that it is insensitive to unramified twists. The modular height can be thought of as measuring two quantities: first the height of the point in moduli space corresponding to the given elliptic curve, second the norms of the prime ideals of bad (additive) reduction. Neither of these two quantities changes when the curve is twisted by a unit. Szpiro (personal communication) has pointed out that one can obtain a finiteness theorem by adding a level structure to the modular height. We briefly explain. Rather than classifying pairs (E ,K), we fix an integer N > 3 and classify triples (E ,P ,K), where K is a number field, E/K is a AT-isomorphism class of elliptic curves, and P e E(K) is a point of exact order TV. Let x = x,E p) e XX(N)(K) be the point on the modular curve XX(N) corresponding to (E,P). Since XX(N) isa fine moduli space, there is an elliptic curve E'/Q(x) with a point P' e E'(Q(x)) and an isomorphism <f>:E' xQ{x) K->E defined over A" and satisfying (p(P') = P . Hence if the triple (E ,P ,K) is minimal (in the obvious sense), then necessarily K = Q(x,E p)). Thus for a given field K, the minimal triples (E ,P ,K) are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of Xx (K). (Note this is false for N = 1 ; the y-invariant does not determine E up to K isomorphism, only up to Q-isomorphism.) On the other hand, timoà)(E/K) » hum) »« h(x{EP)),
where the x constants are absolute and the final height is for some fixed projective embedding of Xx(N). It follows that minimal triples (E ,P ,K) with [K: Q] and h{mod)(E/K) bounded correspond to points of XX(Q) with bounded degree and height. By Northcott's theorem, there are only finitely many.
Remark. It is natural to try to extend Theorem 3 to (principally polarized) Abelian varieties. There is no problem in defining a set of minimal pairs (A , K) corresponding to F*. However, as indicated by Proposition 4, it will not suffice to measure the height of an Abelian variety by using the modular height. (Here and in what follows, the constants implicit in each 0(1) are absolute.) Taking the infimum over all appropriate a and b , we obtain h(j(E))< l2h(E/K) + 0(l)< 12//+ 0(1).
Similarly, since E is defined over K, we have j(E) e K, so
Thus j(E) has bounded degree and height, so from Northcott's theorem (Theorem 2) there are only finitely many possibilities for j(E).
We are now reduced to the following problem. Fix a number field K/Q and an elliptic curve EQ/K. Then up to AT-isomorphism, we must show that there are only finitely many elliptic curves E/K with j(E) = j(E0) and h(E/K) < H. Let us fix a Weierstrass equation for E0/K, say EQ =,K E(a,ß) for some fixed a , ß € K. Then every E/K with j(E) = j(E0) has a Weierstrass equation of the form E(aô , ßo3) for some ô e K* ; and the A"-isomorphism class of E is determined by the image of ô in K/K*2. (See, e.g., [8] 
